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An artificial neural network (ANN) and affinity propagation (AP) algorithm based user categorization technique is presented. The
proposed algorithm is designed for closed access femtocell network. ANN is used for user classification process and AP algorithm
is used to optimize the ANN training process. AP selects the best possible training samples for faster ANN training cycle.The users
are distinguished by using the difference of received signal strength in a multielement femtocell device. A previously developed
directive microstrip antenna is used to configure the femtocell device. Simulation results show that, for a particular house pattern,
the categorization technique without AP algorithm takes 5 indoor users and 10 outdoor users to attain an error-free operation.
While integrating AP algorithm with ANN, the system takes 60% less training samples reducing the training time up to 50%. This
procedure makes the femtocell more effective for closed access operation.

1. Introduction

The number of cellular users has increased significantly over
the last few decades. To some extent, the cellular operators
were able to provide the increasing demand of voice and
data services. However, due to massive growth of multimedia
applications, the demand has reached beyond the limit
where the existing macrocell cannot support such high node
density. The increasing number of indoor data traffic (more
than 70%) has made it quite difficult for the operators to
provide quality coverage using the existing macrocell [1].
An alternative to this is that femtocell opens up a cost-
effective solution by offloading excess voice and data traffic.
It provides high quality indoor coverage which connects to

the core network throughwired backhaul [2].Without proper
planning, vast deployment of femtocell causes interference
problem in dense heterogeneous network. Overlapping of
coverage zones of both macrocell and femtocell is mostly
subjected to unwanted handover, cell overshooting, and high
mobility events. On the contrary, the users buy the femtocell
to enjoy the service of high quality indoor coverage [3–5].
Access control algorithm is introduced to macrofemtocell
network to minimize the interference caused by excess
mobility event. Among the three access control mechanisms,
closed access allows only particular users (mainly indoor
users) to get access to the network [6–9]. In such technique,
the outdoor users cannot get access to the femtocell and the
mobility event reduces. However, under supreme coverage
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of femtocell, the outdoor user attempts to change base
station that creates signaling congestions in the network.
Therefore, multielement antenna configuration for femtocell
application has been proposed in various articles. It utilizes
beam-forming technique to control the coverage of femtocell
[10–13]. The antennas are usually mounted on the vertical
surface of the device with an individual scanning angle and
separation distance. It creates null coverage in the interfer-
ence regions and optimizes the coverage to avoid supreme
outdoor coverage. Thus far, all the efforts aimed to reduce
the interference by making null coverage in the affected
region.

Smart antenna concept is an add-on to wireless network
in recent years. Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation and
beam steering are considered the fundamental function of
the smart antenna [14–16]. In addition, new features, like user
localization based on distinctive characters of users’ signals,
are also under consideration. Array antennas give flexibility
to identify the users in an adaptive spatially sensitive manner.
It represents leading-edge smart antenna approach by using
diverse signal-processing algorithm adjusted to real time.
In this paper, a novel technique for user classification is
proposed formultielement femtocell device by using artificial
neural network (ANN). Clustering algorithmof affinity prop-
agation (AP) is also introduced to make the process faster
and effective. In multielement femtocell, each of the antennas
has different receiving gain in different angle that gives a set
of received power pattern for every user. Based on this, the
femtocell is trained to identify the indoor and outdoor users.
To model the nonlinear relationship between the indoor and
outdoor user, ANN is trained using randomly generated user
samples. The trained ANN allows the femtocell to select
the indoor and outdoor users from the antenna end. In
addition, the training process is upgraded usingAP clustering
algorithm. This paper focuses on unwanted user admission
control in femtocell to decrease the unwanted handover and
signaling congestion. As femtocell distinguishes between the
users after a certain time, it does not accept users outside
the house, which results in a less number of handover
requests. The performance of the proposed technique is
shown as percentage of error rate in identifying the correct
users. The remainder of the paper is described as follows;
user categorization technique is explained in Section 2 and
detailed structure of the ANN and AP clustering algorithm
is described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Results
and Discussions are in Section 3 and Conclusion is in
Section 4.

2. User Categorization in Closed
Access Femtocell

Closed access mechanism in femtocell network avoids
unwanted handover and mobility events in dense macro-
femtonetwork. The users are predefined and femtocell only
allows access to particular group of users. In case of superior
coverage, which is beyond the threshold limit of the received
signal level, outdoor users want to switch serving cell. As
a result, the femtocell gets continuous handover request

on SDCCH (stand-alone dedicated control channel) from
the outdoor user. This induces signalling congestion that
encompasses the core network for each request. Most of the
time, this event occurs due to overshooting of the femtocell in
unwanted direction. Use of multielement antenna instead of
omnidirectional antenna optimizes the coverage of femtocell
and minimizes the overshooting effect. However, in initial
stage, femtocell does not have any prior knowledge of
house’s dimension and its own position. In such condition,
multielement antenna also creates the overshooting problem.
In multielement femtocell device, the antennas are faced
in different direction, which allows forming of directional
beam for particular user to avoid interference. Since all
the proposed multiantenna concepts used planner antennas
like PIFA (planner inverted-F antenna) and patch antenna,
previously designed microstrip antenna has been used in
this paper to simulate the femtocell device. The antenna was
designed for LTE band 7 [17]. It has a directional gain pattern
that gives different receiving gain for different position of
the user. A 6-element antenna structure is considered for the
femtocell device with a scanning angle of 60∘ degree each.
For a particular user in the uplink, the femtocell will have 6
different received power patterns. The relation between the
received power and antenna gain, which was shown in Friis
transmission equation, is given below [18]:
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The transmitting antenna of the user’s equipment is
assumed to be omnidirectional. Even if the antennas are
directional, the received signal strength on the antenna
patch will change scantly as the mutual distance among the
antennas is very small compared to the distance from the
femtocell to the user equipment. In (2), the receiving gain and
free space path-loss for every user are different. Comparing
with the distance between the users and femtocell, the size of
the femtocell is quite small. As a result, the free space path-
loss is almost the same for each antenna element. Figure 1
visualizes the scenario of the above discussion.

Femtocell antennas respond to an incoming wave from
a given direction according to the pattern value in that
direction. Each of 6 antenna elements holds different gain
pattern in each direction.Therefore, the received power varies
due to the prospective antenna gain.The variation of received
power is used to differentiate between the outdoor and indoor
users. Femtocell performsmapping from incident wave to the
received power pattern. The neural network is trained to do
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Figure 1: User pattern in closed access femtocell network.

the inverse mapping. It uses the vectors comprised of energy,
E, from all antennas over multiple instances of n:
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where T is the sampling period and 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, 3. . ..
In the training stage, the ANN learns the behaviour of

indoor and outdoor users using the value of 𝐸. The network
categorizes the user based on the previous learning. For the
task, a simulated environment is developed in MATLAB.
Indoor and outdoor users are randomly generated using
uniformly distributed pseudorandomnumber. A 2D layout of
a house is also designed considering the indoor and outdoor
walls. Moreover, AP clustering algorithm is used to filter
out the best possible samples from randomly generated data
points. It allows the ANN to learn faster with the same level
of accuracy but a less number of iterations. After the training,
another set of random samples are generated to evaluate the
performance of the network. Standard path-loss model and
additive white Gaussian noise are considered in free space
path-loss calculation:
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where 𝐷, 𝑤, 𝑛, 0.7𝑑
2𝐷,indoor, and Pathloss

𝑓
are distance,

number of walls, number of floors, penetration loss inside the
house, and path-loss of the users, respectively [19].

Generating random indoor and 
outdoor users position

Clustering the generated 
samples using AP algorithm

Neural network training
Input: clustered samples of the 
received power of the antenna 

pattern

Training process

Trained system

Output: categorizes the indoor and 
outdoor users

Calculating free space path-loss and
received powers in multi-element

Figure 2: Proposed femtocell user selection technique using ANN
and AP algorithm.

Using AP algorithm and ANN, femtocell determines the
users’ category to allow access. For random values of 𝐸, the
neural network determines the users’ category by giving an
output of “+1” or “−1.” The details of process is projected in a
flow chart in Figure 2.

2.1. Artificial Neural Network for User Categorization. Arti-
ficial neural network (ANN) is a machine-learning process
that is modelled after the brain architecture. Like the brain’s
smallest cell neuron, it contains hundreds of processing units
wired together as a complex network. It is trained using the
sample data to predict the behaviour of the future data [20].
User categorizing is a supervised learning process. A model
is prepared through a training process where it is required
to make predictions and is corrected when those predictions
are wrong. The training process continues until the model
achieves a desired level of accuracy on the training data. In
general, algorithms are presented in groups by similarities
in terms of their operation process and function. There
are algorithms that could easily fit into multiple categories
like learning vector quantization. It is both an instance-
based method and a neural network inspired method. There
are categories that have the same name that describes the
problem and the class of algorithm such as regression and
clustering. The popular machine leaning algorithms are
regression, instance-based methods, regularization methods,
decision tree learning, Bayesian, kernel methods, clustering
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Figure 3: Structure of MLPFFBP in the proposed technique.

methods, association rule learning, deep learning, dimen-
sionality reduction, ensemble methods, and artificial neural
network [21]. However, in machine learning algorithms
themselves, there is no perfect model, just a good enough
model depending on how the application layout is designed.
ANN has many attractive theoretic properties, specifically,
the ability to detect nonpredefined relations such as nonlinear
effects and/or interactions. These theoretic advantages come
at the cost of reduced interpretability of the model output.
Many authors have analysed the same data set, based on these
factors, with both standard statisticalmethods andANN [22–
24].

In the proposed technique, multilayer perceptron feed
forward backpropagation (MLPFFBP) neural network is used
to categorize the users.MLPFFBPuses error backpropagation
to adjust the weights of the neurons. There are two passes in
the layers of the network: forward pass and backward pass.
The network consists of three layers: input layer, output layer,
and the hidden layer. The input layer is fed with initial data.
The output layer gives the desired solution. In between there
exists a series of hidden layers.The primary layer is connected
with the input layer and the last layer is connected to the
output layer. Each subsequent layer is connected with the
previous layer. Based on the network design, each hidden
layer consists of multiple numbers of neurons. The neurons
use differentiable transfer function to generate the output.
During the training period, the input and output values of
the network are specified and based on these values and the
hidden layer builds up a set of weights for the neurons [25].

The differentiable transfer function (tansig) used here
is a sigmoid function. In multilayer sigmoid function, if
the input vector is very large, the weight becomes so small
to prevent the transfer function being saturated. Thus, the
gradient will be very small and the neural network will

be very slow. On the contrary, higher number of training
samples with higher number of neurons makes the network
more accurate but such a process makes the network bulky
and time-consuming. For this, preprocessing steps are added
in-between the input layers and the hidden layers. The
performance of the neural network is made more effective by
using a preprocessing step in training sample selection. In this
case, AP clustering algorithm is used to select the best-suited
samples for the network training.
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are the biases and the weights of the
network nodes, respectively. Biases are also considered
the primary weights that are initially put as 1. Moreover,
“signum” function is used to compute the actual response of
the perceptron. The final output from the last neuron passes
through the “signum” function that gives the binary output.

The transfer function is

𝜑 (V) =
1

1 + exp (−V)
. (5)

The signum function is

sgn (𝑥) = {
+1, if 𝑥 ≥ 0

−1, if 𝑥 < 0.
(6)

The weights are calculated as

𝑤 (𝑛 + 1) = 𝑤 (𝑛) + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑤 (𝑛 − 1) + 𝜂 ∗ 𝛿 (𝑛) ∗ 𝑦,
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where 𝛼, 𝜂, 𝑑, 𝑦, and 𝛿 are the mobility factor, the training
parameter, the desired output, the real output, and the local
gradient for the nodes of the network, respectively [26, 27].
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After the training process of the network, the femtocell takes
the 6-element antennas received power as input and gives the
category of the users in the output.

2.2. Affinity Propagation Algorithm for Selecting the Best Sam-
ples. AP algorithm is a recent clustering algorithm proposed
by Frey and Dueck [28]. It is widely accepted because of
its high quality set of cluster samples. The proposed user
classification in neural network is a supervised technique.The
performance of the network is subjected to the nature and
quantity of the training samples. Higher number of training
samples led to precise values of the neurons’ weight, but
it makes the training process slower. Clustering of data set
based on similarities is a vital step in data analysis problem.
A common practice in both supervised and unsupervised
learning is to cluster the data based on the similarities [29, 30].
Affinity propagation (AP) is the latest clustering algorithm
that reduces the redundancy of the training data set. It
accelerates the computing process of ANN by reducing the
sample numbers.

Traditional clustering algorithms follow random selec-
tion of initial data subset as exemplars and refine it iteratively.
AP takes an input set of pairwise similarities between the
data points and finds the clusters based on maximum total
similarities between the exemplars and the data points [31].
The real messages are exchanged between the data points
until the finest set of exemplars and corresponding clusters
progressively emerges. It has a better clustering performance
than K-means, K-medians, fuzzy c-means, Hill combining
(HC), and self-organizing map (SOM) algorithms [32, 33].
It is computationally efficient and simple to implement and
customize. In AP algorithm, all the sample data points are
considered a possible candidate to be the desired exemplars.
Each step exchanges real-valued messages between them
until a superior set of exemplar shows up. Messages are
updated based on simple formulae that reflect on the sum-
product or max-product. It updates the rules until the
magnitude of the messages reflects on the current affinity
for choosing another data point as its exemplar. Each data
point is considered a note in the network. The process of the
algorithm is described briefly below.

Input is a set of pairwise similarities as

{𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑘)} = −
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥

𝑘



2

,
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where, (𝑖, 𝑘) ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁}
2

, 𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑘) ∈ R.

(8)

Here 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑘) ∈ R indicates how well suited the data point 𝑘 is
as an exemplar for data point i.

For each data point 𝑘, a real number 𝑠(𝑘, 𝑘) represents the
preference that is to be considered as an exemplar:

𝑠 (𝑘, 𝑘) = 𝜌, ∀𝑘 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁} . (9)

Initialization: set availabilities to zero, for all 𝑖, 𝑘 :

𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) = 0.

Table 1: System parameters.

System parameters Value/range
Frequency 2.53GHz
Number of training indoor users 10
Number of training outdoor users 15
Number of randomly placed users (after training) 20
Femtocell antenna height 1m
User equipment height 1m
Frequency 2.6GHz
UE transmit power (fixed) 13 dBm
Indoor wall loss 5 dB
Outdoor wall loss 10 dB
Shadow fading std. 6 dB
White noise power density −174 dBm/Hz
Number of neurons in hidden layer 10

Repeat responsibility and availability updates until con-
vergence:

∀𝑖, 𝑘 : 𝑟 (𝑖, 𝑘) = 𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑘) −max [𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑘) + 𝑎 (𝑖, 𝑘
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𝑘
[𝑎(𝑖, 𝑘) + 𝑟(𝑖, 𝑘)]. Here 𝑐

𝑖
indexes the cluster’s exem-

plar at which point 𝑖 is assigned. If point 𝑖 is a cluster with
point 𝑘 as the exemplar, then 𝑐

𝑖
= 𝑘 and 𝑐

𝑘
= 𝑘 [34].

3. Results and Discussions

A layout of functioning area is modelled with a femto-
cell in the middle of the house. Six-microstrip antennas
are operating with 60∘ separation angle on the same axis
inside the femtocell device. A previously designed microstrip
antenna is used here to configure the directive gain pattern
of each antenna element [17]. The house has indoor and
outdoor walls that decrease the strength of the signal based
on their thickness. Initially random indoor and outdoor users
are generated and the received powers are measured. The
dimension of the house is set to 7m × 6m. In Figure 4(a)
the users and the house are plotted in a 20m × 20m window.
The radiation pattern of the microstrip antenna is shown in
Figure 4(b).

To demonstrate the performance of the technique, ANN
is initially trained without using AP clustering. Random
samples are generated by varying the numbers of indoor
and outdoor users. In the performance analysis stage, again,
random samples are generated to categorize users using the
previous experiences. The system parameters that have been
used in the simulation are given in Table 1. In the model, the
outdoor wall loss is considered higher than the indoor wall.
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Figure 4: (a) Layout of the simulation environment. (b) Radiation pattern of the microstrip antenna at 2.53GHz and 2.66GHz.

One of the reasons is that usually the outdoorwalls are thicker
than the indoor wall with more concrete and steel materials
for the foundation or shape. This increases the loss exponent
of the outdoor walls. Another reason is that outdoor walls are
more subjected to rust and moist from the environment that
weakens the incoming signal [35].

3.1. Femtocell Network Performance with ANN. Figure 5(a)
shows the training stage of the femtocell device. The red
dots are the outdoor users and green dots are the indoor
users. In Figure 5(b), random users are generated for the

femtocell to classify the indoor and outdoor users by using
the learning experience. Femtocell only allows connection
to the indoor users to be connected. The green connecting
lines between the femtocell and the indoor users confirm the
proper recognition of the users.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the training state and perfor-
mance validation state for a simulation with 10 indoor and
15 outdoor training samples. The minimum gradient of the
ANN is set to 1 × 10−6. In this particular iteration, ANN
takes 38 epochs to train up and adjust the values of biases
and weights to achieve the minimum gradient value. The
“validation graph” shows a downward curve. It confirms that,
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Figure 5: (a) Training and (b) testing of the femtocell device.

Table 2

Number of samples ANN training performance AP + ANN training performance Performance comparison after AP

Indoor Outdoor Training time
(sec.)

Number
of

epochs∗
AP clustering
time (sec.)

Total training
time (sec.)

Number of
epochs∗

Training time
decreases (%)

Number of
epochs decreases

(%)
5 10 1.5165 21 0.2885 0.7647 13 49.57 38.09
6 11 1.5655 21 0.3633 0.8257 14 47.25 33.33
7 12 1.6221 22 0.3921 0.9071 14 44.07 36.36
8 13 1.6416 23 0.4172 0.934 15 43.10 34.78
9 14 1.6443 24 0.4226 0.9504 16 42.20 33.33
10 15 1.6504 26 0.4244 0.9611 16 41.76 38.46
11 16 1.6541 26 0.439 0.9803 17 40.73 34.61
12 17 1.6669 27 0.4461 0.9848 18 40.92 33.33
13 18 1.6709 27 0.4556 0.9951 19 40.44 29.62
14 19 1.6801 28 0.4671 0.9951 19 40.77 32.14
15 20 1.6819 28 0.4702 0.9964 19 40.75 32.14
16 21 1.688 29 0.4704 0.9982 19 40.86 34.48
17 22 1.7322 30 0.4997 1.0017 21 42.17 30
18 23 1.7767 31 0.5073 1.0397 22 41.48 29.03
19 24 1.7966 32 0.5234 1.0695 22 40.47 31.25
20 25 1.7996 34 0.5484 1.0511 22 41.59 35.29
∗The fraction values of the epochs are expressed by the nearest integer values.

after every epoch, the latest values of the weights and biases
validate the previous training samples.

Figure 6(c) shows the performance of the femtocell in
percentage of error for different number of outdoor and
indoor training user samples. In every iteration, the network
is tested using 20 random users to verify the performance.
In both types of users, the error rate is quite high at the
beginning. Due to lack of knowledge of the users’ behaviour,
the system cannot categorize the nature of the randomly
created users. For the same number of indoor users, outdoor
users’ percentage of error rate is higher. This is because
of the unpredictable nature of wireless signal propagation

from the outdoor users end. The outdoor walls, their shapes,
and constructing materials also add more variations in the
outdoor users signal strength due to absorption losses and
diffraction loss. As a result, the ANN requires higher number
of outdoor users training samples for categorizing the users.
However, after 5 indoor and 10 outdoor user samples, the
network reaches the perfectionwith error-free user detection.
It shows that the performance of the indoor sample is
better than the outdoor sample. In the indoor situation, the
variation of the signal strength is limited to a certain bound.
The effects of indoor free-space loss, refraction, diffraction,
reflection, aperture-medium coupling loss, and absorption
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Figure 6: (a) Training state and (b) performance of best validation. (c) Performance of femtocell for different number of samples.

are comparatively smaller which allows the system to verify
any random users signal strength within a certain variation
of received power strength. Nevertheless, the number of the
sample users always depends on the geographical shape of the
houses.The system requires higher number of indoor samples
when the variation bounds overlap with the outdoor users
variation bound. Such a case is studied below.

The proposed method is now tested in a more complex
scenario. A “U” shaped house layout is designed to test the
performance of the system. In this layout, indoor wall is
ignored. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the training and testing
process of the femtocell network. The challenging shape of

the house makes the user pattern more improvised than
the previous one. In this case, the system requires higher
number of indoor and outdoor training user samples to reach
an error-free performance. Figure 7(c) shows the required
number of indoor and outdoor users against the percentage
of error occurrences in detecting the users’ category. Here
the required number of users for both categories is above 25
users. The rest of the performance analysis of the process is
done using the previous layout of the house.

3.2. Femtocell Network Performance with ANN and AP
Clustering Algorithm. AP algorithm clusters the users into
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Figure 7: (a) Training and (b) testing process of the femtocell with “U” shaped house. (c) Performance of femtocell for different number of
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users.

subgroups based on their power pattern and selects a
representative from each subgroup. Unlike other clustering

methods, AP algorithm selects the clusters/subgroups based
on the samples nature. If the nature of the sample varies
immensely, the number of clusters gets higher.The clustering
performance of the AP algorithm is presented in Figure 8 as a
form of achieved fitness (net similarities) with respect to the
iteration number. Both the outdoor and indoor users reach
their best fitness before 8 iterations. However, a safe margin
of 25 is kept to ensure the best fitness for both types of users.

Figure 9(a) shows the general ANN training process.
During the training, the ANN adjusts the values of the
weights and the biases of the network. In Figure 9(b), the
AP algorithm clusters the users based on their similarities:
power pattern. A representative has been chosen among the
data points of a subgroup, which has most of similarities
with the other data points of the subgroup. There might also
exist subgroups with only one data point. Figure shows that,
instead of training ANN with 15 outdoor users and 10 indoor
users, the AP selects 3 outdoor users and 3 indoor users.
Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the performance of the network
with and without AP algorithm. For a random simulation,
both processes show the same accuracy.
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Figure 9: (a) Training with ANN. (b) Training with ANN+AP. (c) Performance of the network with ANN training. (d) Performance of the
network with ANN+AP training.

Results show that training the ANN in corporation with
AP clustering requires less number of training samples. The
process takes less number of epochs to reach the gradient’s
threshold value. For the above simulation, the ANN took 25
epochs while it took 12 epochs using AP clustered samples.
The representative of the data points helps the ANN to
explore all the possible variations of the characters of the
users’ power pattern and guide the network to balance the
values of weights and the biases with a faster time interval.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the mean square rate (MSE) of
the training process. Due to higher number of sample data
points, the accuracy of the regular ANN training is more
precise. However, in the training process with clustered data
samples, the mean square error decreases drastically and gets
to the desired value with less number of epochs. In Figures
10(c) and 10(d), the validation check shows a good fitness
since the number of indoor and outdoor users is chosen from
the error-free region achieved in the result in Figure 6(c).

The performance analysis of both processes is shown in
Table 2. Randomly, 20 users have been generated every time
to test the performance of the network. Each resultant data is

an average value of 1000 simulations. The AP+ANN training
process takes around 75%–85% less time than the regular
ANN training process; meanwhile AP clustering process
takes some additional time which makes the total AP+ANN
time around 50%–60% less than ANN regular training time.
After AP algorithm implementation, the number of epochs
also decreases down to 40%.The fraction values of the epochs
in Table 2 are expressed by the nearest integer value.

3.3. AP Clustering Algorithm versus K-Means Clustering Algo-
rithm and Fuzzy c-Means Clustering. To justify the selection
of AP clustering algorithm over the traditional clustering
algorithm, two popular algorithms, K-means and fuzzy c-
means clustering, are compared with AP clustering in the
ANN training process.

K-Means. K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised
learning algorithms that solves the well-known clustering
problems. It partitions the data set into 𝑘 mutually exclusive
clusters and returns the index of the cluster to which it
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Figure 10: (a) Best validation performance of ANN. (b) Best validation performance of ANN+AP. (c) Training state of ANN. (d) Training
state of ANN+AP femtocell network.

has assigned each observation. Unlike AP, K-means creates
a single level of clusters and needs the number of clusters
assigned before the execution. The algorithm breaks the data
set into 𝑘 different clusters. If it is unable to find 𝑘 clusters,
it breaks the data set into 𝑘 − 1 clusters. Initially it takes 𝑘
number of random observation data set, which is considered
the seeds of the algorithm. Then, it assigns all the other
observations to 𝑘 seeds based on their proximity to the seeds.
In general sense, the algorithm takes a set of objects 𝑆 and
an integer 𝑘 and gives a partition of 𝑆 into subsets 𝑆

1
, . . . , 𝑆

𝑘

defined by 𝑘 cluster centroid locations or centres [36].

Fuzzy c-Means. The central idea in fuzzy clustering is
the nonunique partitioning of the data in a collection of
clusters. LikeK-means, fuzzy c-means creates a single level of
clusters and needs the number of clusters assigned before the

execution. Cluster centres are randomly initialized and data
point (𝑥

𝑖
) assigned into clusters (𝐶

𝑗
, 𝑗 = 1 to 𝑘). Distance

metric (Euclidean distance are widely used) calculate how far
away a point is from a cluster centre. When all data points
have been assigned to clusters, new cluster centres (centroids)
are calculated. The process of calculating cluster member-
ships and recalculating cluster centres continues until the
cluster centres no longer change from one cycle to the next
[37, 38].

Figures 11(b), 11(c), and 11(d) illustrate the representative
selection process of AP, K-means, and fuzzy c-means cluster-
ing algorithm in the functioning area. The green dots show
the indoor representative points of the data set while the red
dots represent the outdoor. In both K-means and fuzzy c-
means, the centroid points are not user data sample; it is a
point of each cluster that has a minimum value distance from
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Figure 11: (a) Position of the sample indoor and outdoor users. (b) AP clustering of indoor and outdoor users based on signal strength. (c)
K-means clustering with 9 clusters. (d) Fuzzy c-means clustering with 9 clusters.

each of themembers of the clusters. In the case ofK-means, it
just executes the distance calculation, whereas fuzzy c-means
needs to do a full inverse-distance weighting. To obtain the
error-free performance in the ANN, K-means and fuzzy c-
means require different number of clusters each time. A little
comparison of the performance is shown in Table 3.

K-means minimizes the sum of distances from each data
points to its cluster centroid. The process repeats until the
sum of distances cannot be decreased further. This process
takes more time than AP. On the other hand, K-means
needs to do a distance calculation, whereas fuzzy c-means
needs to do a full inverse-distance weighting. Fuzzy c-means
thus performs slower than both clustering algorithms in
this particular case. However, for higher number of data
samples, the time increment is a little less than the AP
clustering algorithm. Although the overall clustering time of
AP algorithm is always less by a fair distance, the number of
clusters has to be determined maintaining the same accuracy
of the ANNoutput. Except AP algorithm, the challenge in the
other clustering processes mostly lies in selecting the number

of clusters to perform an error-free training. On this note, AP
algorithm is the best candidate in this process as it selects the
number of clusters by itself analysing the samples in every
simulation.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel technique to classify the users
in closed access femtocell network by using ANN and AP
clustering algorithm. The technique is developed using a
multielement antenna femtocell device. The power pattern
of each user is used to distinguish different level of users.
A machine learning process is adopted by using ANN to
inaugurate the user recognition feature in the femtocell.
After using a certain number of user samples, the femtocell
successfully recognizes the indoor and outdoor users. In the
later part, AP clustering algorithm is included along with
ANN to speed up the training process. Performance analysis
shows that the femtocell takes less time to recognize user
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Table 3

Number of samples ANN + AP performance ANN + 𝐾-means performance ANN + fuzzy 𝑐-means clustering

Indoor Outdoor
Number of samples

for error-free
operation∗

Clustering +
training time

(sec.)

Number of samples
for error-free
operation∗

Clustering +
training time

(sec.)

Number of samples
for error-free
operation∗

Clustering +
training time

(sec.)
5 10 6 0.7647 8 1.2516 8 1.3712
10 15 6 0.9611 9 1.3354 8 1.4157
15 20 7 0.9964 9 1.3847 9 1.4869
20 25 7 1.0511 9 1.4964 9 1.5738
∗The fraction values of the epochs are expressed by the nearest integer values.

without compromising the accuracy. Finally, a comparison
of AP clustering, K-means clustering, and fuzzy c-means
is showed in the user classification process to justify the
selection of AP clustering method.The result shows for same
simulation that both K-means and fuzzy c-means consume
more time and give less efficiency.
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